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What this talk will cover

• Big-picture governance challenges of scaling up nature-based approaches 
to carbon dioxide removal


• Existing frameworks for governing nature-based approaches


• Current efforts to address governance challenges



Key governance challenges

1.  Social and environmental safeguards


2.  Capturing co-benefits


3.  Ensuring long-term storage and preventing leakage


4.  Monitoring, reporting, and verification


5.  Responsible incentivization


6.  Avoiding mitigation deterrence



Social and environmental safeguards

• Safeguards are measures to avoid risks (“do no 
harm”)


• Social safeguards have been proposed and 
debated with REDD+


• Carbon must be balanced with biodiversity and 
other environmental goals


• Cross-boundary governance challenges could 
require bodies like the CBD, UNFCCC, and 
IPBES (Intergovernmental Science-Policy 
Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem 
Services) to work together


• Align with implementation of SDGS



Capturing co-benefits

• Co-benefits might include larger yields or lower fertilizer and water costs (soil 
carbon sequestration), or community benefits like jobs, empowering women, 
biodiversity, and climate resilience (forest carbon)


• Many projects may be done for the co-benefits first, and carbon benefits 
second


• Can’t assume that co-benefits naturally follow implementation — policy needs 
to be designed to maximize them



Permanence and leakage

• Permanence:  “the risk of release of stored carbon from a project 
activity back into the atmosphere as CO2 during the permanence 
period”


• fire, pests, disease, harvesting…


• Leakage: if you protect forests in one place, it won’t mean that 
forests are lost in another place



Monitoring, reporting, and verification

• Transparency is critical


• Costs of monitoring soil 
carbon makes it difficult 
for for farmers to 
participate in some 
schemes


• Governments may need 
to support monitoring 
frameworks



Responsible incentivization 
from supporting R&D to project financing and scale-up

• The challenge is not just avoiding harms, but enabling and supporting 
nature-based approaches to carbon removal


• What makes an incentive “responsible”?  Public choice of what to give public 
support to?  Transparency?  



Avoiding mitigation deterrence

• Some people are concerned that 
developing nature-based carbon removals 
as offsets will allow for continued 
emissions, and thus delay mitigation


• Because of this concern, some analysts 
have suggested separate targets for 
mitigation and removals



Existing frameworks: Forestation

• Many states are including forestation in their NDCs


• Experience with REDD+ has surfaced social justice issues


• Forest carbon experience has led people to study how to deal with 
permanence and leakage risks, such as planning for some loss in models, 
liability schemes, etc.



Existing frameworks: Soil carbon and biochar



Existing frameworks: Macroalgae cultivation

• States have governance over coastal waters and 200-mile exclusive 
economic zones 



Existing frameworks: Restoring wetlands

• Many coastal wetlands are being lost, so protecting them is a first order of 
business


• Falls partially under Paris Agreement reporting requirements


• Ramsar Convention on Wetlands could potentially play a role in frameworks 
for blue carbon


•



Current efforts to address governance challenges 
Including Nature-Based Approaches into Nationally Determined Contributions

• At least 66% of Paris Agreement signatories 
include nature-based solutions in some form to 
help achieve mitigation and/or adaptation goals


• But more concrete, evidence-based targets are 
needed (IUCN, 2019)



Current efforts to address governance challenges 
Emerging standards — e.g. IUCN Standard for Nature-based Solutions

• Tool that governments, planners, donors, and more can use to make sure that 
nature-based solutions yield desired outcomes


• Nature-based solutions have a much broader definition, with climate change 
as just one part — but nature-based approaches to CDR could be evaluated 
using this standard



To sum up…

• Compared to other carbon removal techniques, nature-based approaches 
have a lot of existing experience and partial governance frameworks


• That experience — with social justice concerns around forest carbon, with 
monitoring challenges for soil and forest carbon, — has highlighted the 
governance challenges, and we are no longer naive about them


• NGOs are currently playing a major role in moving things along, but states will 
need to step up further


